2. METHOD Spatial resolution of Magnetic Resonance Angiography (MRA) makes it a powerful tool for diagnosis and surgical planning. However, image interpretation and visualization tools are missing, and three-dimensional measurements are not usually accessible [6] . Flexible visualization of the whole vascular tree and precise quantification of phenomenons like carotid stenosis are applications of an automated processing of MRA [5]. Building an accurate model of a tubular objects network such as bronchi or blood vessels can provide a substantial help for 3D visualization and quantification [4] .
INTRODUCTION
Medical imaging modalities such as Magnetic Resonance or Scanner are able to provide high-quality 3D images of various body areas. Extracting and processing 3D structures from those images is an important issue, as visualization and quantification problems are much more difficult than for 2D modalities.
Many different approaches exist to address this issue : linear multiscale analysis with a structure model, greylevel model matching, skeletonization, iterative methods, detection of structures using filters, and curve or surface optimisation.
Once one of these methods is used, one can obtain a set of primitives : 2D or 3D analytically defined centrelines,voxels or points ordered lists, connected or disconnected linear segments, regions, probability maps, sets of regions of interest, or edges.
Not all of these methods and extracted primitives are suited for an accurate representation of structures.
We present an iterative tracking method that detects the centreline of a 3D tubular structure with subvoxel accuracy and that is suited for further visualization and quantification issues.
Tubular structure extraction
A segmentation step applied to original images provides unstructured sets of connected voxels. The structures of interest have to be identified from those sets. We use a two-step approach to extract tubular tree structures from the 3D image : centerline tracking with detection of bifurcation and tree representation of the network.
Centerline tracking
Tracking is an iterative process with subvoxel accuracy. It detects the centerline of tubular objects using the segmented image. To insure subvoxel accuracy, tracking has to be processed in a continuous 3D space obtained by interpolation. A set of centreline points {Pi) is computed by this method and interpolated by a B-spline curve [I] . to the maximal curvature of vessels that can be tracked by this technique. For a given set {k,, b}, the maximum curvature that can be estimated by the tracking algorithm is limited by the dimensions of the paralleliped which are computed at each step of the tracking.
Detection of bifurcations
In order to detect bifurcations and end of structures, connnectivity informations are used. Two quantities are computed : NV, the number of volumic connected components inside the parallelepiped, and NS, the number of surfacic connected components at the boundaries of the parallelepiped. Relative values of these quantities indicate whether to check for a bifurcation (Fig. 2b) or not ( 
ACCUFUCY OF THE METHOD
Several different synthetic image sets have been used to test the various aspects of the tracking algorithm ( Fig. 3) : straight tubes, 3 3D-Lissajoux shapes, and Y-fork shapes with angle varying from 20" to 160" by a step of 20". All images are generated using a second-order B-spline curve. The orthogonal plane is calculated along the spline course and the cross section is generated in each plane. For each shape, 4 diameters are generated :1, 2 , 4 and 6 voxels. The intensity profile of the generated section is a gaussian.
Difference in position between the nearest points (AP)
and difference in orientation between those points (AO) are measured between the synthetic object centerline and the detected B-spline curve. 
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The tracking fails for orientation shifts superior to 85". An end of structure is detected instead.
Application to real images
The vessels in real angiographic images don't exhibit such an ideal grey leve profile. Images are noisy and vessels sometimes present discontinuities or a varying intensity, especially in MRA [ 3 ] . The robustness of the tracking method is evaluated relatively to both phenomenons. The synthetic image of a straight structure is modified as follows (on Fig. 4 from left to right) : two consecutives slices are removed from the image perpendicularly to the structure, the intensity is progressively reduced to 50 % of its original value, and another slice is removed from the image.
17.55 2.01 Table 3 : values of AI' and A@ for the tracking of a discontinuous tubular structure An additive uniform noise is added to the image. The noise level is defined by its amplitude relatively to the maximum intensity in the image. Table 4 : average values of AP and A@ at different levels of noise.
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The tracking method fails when the noise value reaches the intensity of the structure to be detected. Voxels belonging to the background become connected to the structure.
We estimate the expected error on cross-sectional area measurement as err = l-cos2(AO). err is always inferior to 1 %. Significant results for further quantitative measurements were obtained.
Evaluation of the junction detection
Junctions from 20" to 160" are always detected by our algorithm. Failure occurs for angles of 10" or less and 170" or more. Figure 5 shows the tracking of a complex structure with 3 bifurcations ranging from 20" to 70". 
RESULTS ON ANGIOGRAPHIC IMAGES

Image pre-processing
The method is applied to 3D Magnetic Resonance Angiograpy (MRA) images of the cerebral vascular network. A specific imaging sequence is designed and the resulting image is segmented before tracking [2] .
We show results of our tracking algorithm on MRA and Digital Substracted Angiography (DSA) image. As the vessels present a strong contrast in DSA images, a simple thresholding is used as pre-processing.
Results on MRA images
No reference centerline is available to assess the quality of our tracking algorithm. Results are visually examined. Vascular tree is well detected. Centerlines are well located for carotid arteries, middle cerebral arteries and the vertebral artery (Fig. 6 ). Figure 6 : part of the tracking of the cerebral arterial tree from 3 seed points.
The tracking process doesn't stop at the stenosis location, and the detected centerline follows the axis of the vessel (Fig. 7) . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, tracking of tubular objects network from 3D images has been presented and tested on synthetic images. The proposed method is a full 3D one and handles a large range of bifurcations. Its accuracy is better than 0.4 mm in position and 6" in orientation on synthetic images. The algorithm shows robustness to user interaction, noise and discontinuities in the structures.
The method is applied to MRA healthy volunteers and pathologic images after image pre-processing. The tracking algorithm has also been succesfully tested on Digital Substracted Angiograms (DSA) of inferior members area. Current works focus on 2D and 3D quantification of vessel diameter and cross-sectionnal area to help visualization and stenosis detection.
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